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QUESTION 1

Why is reducing the fragility of a business system difficult? 

A. Because doing so will disrupt the current product and service timelines 

B. Because doing so will increase the number of incidents that occur temporarily 

C. Because it is difficult to deliberately introduce chaos into the Production environment 

D. Because of the high risks of business disruption when integrating large numbers of systems 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://books.google.com.pk/books?id=gBSGDwAAQBAJandpg=PA19andlpg=PA19anddq=devops
+reducing+the+fragility+of+a+business+system+difficult+high+risks+of+business+disruption+when
+integrating+large+numbers+of +systemsandsource=blandots=TxpzF69oQdandsig=ACfU3U2SLq5DSpRLyWLIUobVfv
7Ts_8OQandhl=enandsa=Xandved=2ahUKEwitxeLciL3lAhX8BGMBHZlpBEcQ6AEwAHoEC AkQAQ 

 

QUESTION 2

DevOps practices incorporate the value stream concept from Lean Production. 

What is a value stream? 

A. The amount of products that are delivered within a timeframe 

B. The sequence of releases that deliver a working product 

C. The series of actions performed to fulfill any type of request 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What is a correct use of a value stream map? 

A. Identifying and eliminating bottlenecks in the process 

B. Inserting feedback from the customer into the process 

C. Visualizing the work that is done or is in process 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://books.google.com.pk/books?id=FlZeAgAAQBAJandpg=PT30andlpg=PT30anddq=exin +correct+use
+of+a+value+stream+mapandsource=blandots=TlRWGeSZmandsig=ACfU3U3P5fpCgM_hBEMNdj00fiknvrnigandhl=en
andsa=Xandved=2ahUKEwi5obqRxbzlAhWNDWMBHelvDFIQ6AEwAHoECAgQAQ#v=onepageandq=ex
in%20correct%20use%20of%20a%20value%20stream%20mapandf=false 
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QUESTION 4

A commonly understood definition of the term `time-to-market\\' is: 

The time between business idea and the possibility of a customer purchase. 

Which two DevOps practices may help reduce the time-to-market for a company? (Choose two.) 

A. Continuous delivery and deployment 

B. Continuous identification and reduction of losses 

C. Extreme programming 

D. Pair programming 

E. Visualizing the Work-in-Progress (WiP) 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

Commercial off-the-shelf software (COTS) has both advantages and limitations for businesses. 

What is true about COTS? 

A. COTS supports continuous development with its fast implementation 

B. COTS will save the business time and money, by reducing development time 

C. Depending on the type of COTS used, the possibility of customization is limited 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://sites.google.com/site/advancedsofteng/software-acquisition/using-commercial-off-theshelf-packages-
cots 
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